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Manual
Bidirectional data Transmission with wireless from Emitter to the receiver;
Tacitly approve as switched on when the batteries placed. Multi-color LEDS On the right of the bite alarm
is flickering alternating; Angd different sounds when the wheel running in different direction.
Button V and
has same function. Sound volume adjusted circulating from soundless to 7 step by
steps when clicking.
"Button T is the Tone adjustable button, you can choose circulating of the 8 steps of the tone "
"Button S is the Sensitivity adjustable button, class A of the Sensitivity is one beep, and there are total 8
steps of the Sensitivity, you can choose the sensitivity circulating. Each half circle of the wheel is 1 step of
the Sensitivity."
Choose the color of LED on the right of Emitter please press on the button S and T at the same time.
Totally 7 colors for choose
The LED on the left of the Emitter has 20s memories for bite indicating. And it flickering synchronization
with the swinger
"When the capacity of batteries less than 80%, the Geen LED flickering each 5s for lower power warning"
Emitter Data
working voltage: 6-10V
working current: 52MA
standby current: 10uA - reed switch break - - 95UA reed switch switched on
Shutdown Current: 6UA
radio frequency: 433.92MHZ
Radio power: 15dbm
Wireless distance: ≥ 150m
working temperature: -40 - 70
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Receiver Function
Bidirectional data Transmission with wireless from Emitter to the receiver;
Tacitly approve as switched on when the batteries placed. Multi-color LEDS extinguished after instant
flickering.
"V- is to less the sound volume to soundless, then in shake status"
V+ is to increase the sound volume to the maximum.
"Button FUN is bidirectional control key.long press the FUN for 2s,it will turn on the set up function.VV+ is corresponding to the function of SVT button of the Emitter. Click FUN to match the corresponding
color of the Emitter. Click the to control the volume of the Emitter. Click the V+ to control the Tone of the
Emitter, and click V- for Sensitivity"
"Code Matching: power and standby well for both Emitter and Receiver. Press S+T in the same time of the
Remitter, every click with 1 color. Choose the color expected, then press the V+and V- buttons of the receiver in the same time for 2s when 1 beep sounded.then push the wheel on the Emitter until the same
color of the LED flickering on the receiver, it shows the code is successfully matched."
"Code Resetting: press the V+and V- buttons of the receiver in the same time for 2s when 1 beep sounded, then loosen. And then press the V+and V- buttons of the receiver in the same time for 2s when 5
beeps sounded. It shows the old matching of the code is reset."
"When the capacity of batteries less than 80%, the Geen LED flickering each 5s for lower power warning"
Receiver Data
working voltage: 6-10V
working current: 52MA
standby current: 2.5MA
Shutdown Current: 6UA
radio frequency: 433.92MHZ
Sensitivity: -112dbm
Wireless distance: ≥ 150m
working temperature: from -40 / +70
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Bank watcher
"human infrared sensor (PIR), when some body pass, the bank watcher alarm and transmit the wireless
signal to receiver."
"Tacitly approve as switched on when the batteries placed. 2 LEDS light with white led flash, and you will
hear ""di"", after the voice stop, it means starting up."
"Button
,Sound volume adjusted circulating from soundless to 7 step by steps when clicking."
"code matching with receiver: press V+ and V- on receiver with 2s, you will hear ""di"", button
,
hear ""di"" means the code is successfully matched."
Code Resetting: same as receiver.
"When the capacity of batteries less than 80%, the Geen LED flickering each 5s for lower power warning"
Bank watcher Data
working voltage: 6-10V
working current: 25MA
standby current: 0.18MA
Shutdown Current: 6UA
radio frequency: 433.92MHZ
Radio power: 15dbm
Wireless distance: ≥ 150m
working temperature: -40 / +70
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Tent lamp
"constant current drawing and high light LED.Bidirectional data Transmission with wireless from Emitter
to the tent lamp; not only illumination, it also have the same function as receiver. "
Tacitly approve as switched on when the batteries placed. Multi-color LEDS is flickering alternating
means starting up. "middle button is switch control and function control, press n2s, turn on, then press
2s, power off, button floodlight and Multi-color LEDS alternating" "button ""-"" and ""+"", it can adjust the
intensity" "when the Multi-color LED light, buttom button ""-"" and ""+"", it can cycle choose multi-color
LED color."
"code matching: press ""-"" and ""+"", then operate bite alarm to finished the code match. Button ""-"" and
""+"", choose Multi-color led color match bite alarm, after recive the bite alarm signal, the tent lamp will
show corresponding bite alarm LED color."
"Code Resetting: press ""-"" and ""+"" 6s, hear long voice, it means code resetting."
"button
, there are 4 pattern for you choose:A white LED, when Emitter alarm, mult-color light together, and menory 20s, B: white LED off, when Emitter alarm, white color alarm light 20s, multi-color LED
light 20s corresponding to Emitter LED color. C: white color off, when Emitter alarm, multi-color LED light
20s corresponding to Emitter LED color. D Multi-color light, When Emitter alarm, multi-color LED light 20s
corresponding to Emitter LED color, then switch to the LED color light which you choose."
Tent lamp Data
working voltage: 3.5-5V
standby current: 0.18MA
Shutdown Current: 6UA
radio frequency: 433.92MHZ
Sensitivity: -112dbm
Wireless distance: ≥ 150m
working temperature: -40 / +70
MAX white LED brightness:1.5W
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